Schools

Schools
Arts & Culture
Healthcare
Higher Education
Leisure
Mixed Use
Residential
Workplace

We have worked for around 40 different
school clients and won 16 RIBA awards
in the sector. Schools reflect our social,
environmental and architectural values, as
well as the economic and education policies
that shape them. Whether new-build or
refurbishment, in the state or independent
sector, in the UK or overseas, we design our
schools as civic buildings to enrich the lives
of those who learn and teach in them and
the communities they serve.

AWARDS

2017 Civic Trust Regional Award, Bedales School of Art & Design
2017 Civic Trust Regional Award, Bedales School of Art & Design
2017 RIBA National Award, Bedales School Art and Design Building
2017 RIBA Regional Sustainability Award, Bedales School Art and Design 		
Building
2017 RIBA Regional Project Architect of the year Award, Bedales School Art 		
and Design Building
2017 RIBA Regional Client of the year Award, Bedales School Art and Design 		
Building
2016 RIBA Regional project Architect of the Year Award, Plymouth School of 		
Creative Arts
2016 RIBA Regional Award, Plymouth School of Creative Arts
2015 NLA Award, Education – Built, William Perkin Church of England High 		
School
2015 RIBA Regional Award, William Perkin Church of England High School

2014 RIBA Award, The Lee Building
2014 RIBA Regional Award, Tudor Grange
2014 RIBA Award, Drapers’ Academy
2013 RIBA Award, St. Peter’s Catholic Primary
2013 RIBA Award Sustainability, St. Peter’s Catholic Primary
2013 RIBA Regional Award, Aston University Engineering Academy
2012 RIBA Regional Award, Brighton Aldridge Community Academy
2011 RIBA Award, Chelsea Academy
2011 Building Award, Public Building of the Year, Chelsea Academy
2009 Architect of the Year Award, Schools Architect of the Year
2009 Civic Trust Award, Samworth Academy, Leicester
2009 RIBA Award, St Mary Magdalene Academy, London
2008 RIBA Award, Science Technology Centre, OundleSchool
2007 Civic Trust Awards, Special Award for Education, Northampton Academy

Bedales School
Art and Design Building

Bedales School
Art and Design Building
Client: Bedales School
Location: Petersfield
Completion: Autumn 2016
Bedales School is set in an area of outstanding natural
beauty on the edge of the South Downs National Park in
the village of Steep near Petersfield. Constructed around
a substantial and beautiful oak tree within a new court
and central lawn the new Art and Design building has a
strong sense of place.
The design of the building draws references from
traditional agricultural buildings with clipped gables and
simple standing-seam metal roofs, defining a series
of connected barn forms. Materials were used in their
natural state throughout: a lattice timber screen shelters
the entrance canopy and external walkway creating a
welcoming gesture on approach to the building.
The layout on the upper floor is a series of carefully scaled
open and interconnected north-lit art studios that enable
teaching and independent study for a wide range of group
sizes and activities. On the ground floor heavier duty craftbased design subjects are taught alongside jewellery and
fashion design.

Through passive building
principles, the new Art and
Design building retains the
school’s long and close
connection to the countryside.
The form and east-west orientation of the five
pitched roofs of the new Art and Design building
define a series of carefully scaled, north-lit studio
spaces. Natural light is maximised and the need
for artificial lighting reduced.
In what is otherwise a lightweight building, the
thermal mass of exposed concrete surfaces
contributes to a stable internal temperature.
Timber-slatted screens and the retained large oak
tree both provide solar shading in the summer
months. Renewable natural materials, including
sustainably sourced timber for cladding and
wood fibre acoustic panels, reduce the embodied
carbon in the construction.

Royal Wharf Primary School,
Newham, London

Royal Wharf Primary School,
Newham, London
Client: Ballymore Properties Ltd
Location: Newham, London
Completion due: 2020
Royal Wharf Primary School is a new-build ‘Free’ school
at the heart of the Royal Wharf masterplan. Two-form
entry, it will provide accommodation for 420 pupils and
60 nursery pupils.
The school’s position on the corner of the high street
and fronting onto a pocket square gives a civic aspect
to the new public spaces of Royal Wharf. The building
is conceived as a solid object, made from one material,
carved and honed to create a connection between
playground spaces and to break down the volume.
Within the school, we have created a series of diverse
spaces for the children which connect between the
different levels, both physically and visually. These
encourage learning from others and a sense of
inquisitiveness. A rooftop games area and outdoor
spaces, which cater for many kinds of play and
learning, complement the indoor spaces.

The new building,
naturally ventilated
and with lots of
natural daylight, will
create a happy and
successful school.
The new school is at the centre of the masterplan
for 3,500 new homes in the London Docklands
area. Its position on the corner of the high street
and pocket square provides makes it a focus for
the new neighbourhood, bringing people together
at school in the day, and as a community space in
the evening.
As a primary school, it is not of the same scale
as the surrounding residential buildings and
stands alone in style, visible to all, distinctive and
appropriate for its use.

St Mary’s RC Primary School,
Wandsworth, London

St Mary’s RC Primary School,
Wandsworth, London
Client: Taylor Wimpey Central London with Roman Catholic
Archdiocese of Southwark / Network Rail
Location: Wandsworth, London
Completion: September 2016
The new building for an existing school, previously on the
site, provides an inspiring teaching environment at the
heart of FCBStudios’ mixed-use ‘Battersea Exchange’
development and has its front door onto a new
public square.
The school is arranged around a central courtyard and
a series of terraced play spaces including a spectacular
roof-top multi-use games area, all of which offer a
fantastic foundation for learning.
The street opposite the playground acts as a spill out
space from the playground with soft landscaping and
informal play integrated into the street design. The traffic
on this street is controlled with access for deliveries and
emergency vehicles only.
The central portion of the school is set back from the
street edge creating a series of courtyard gardens that
soften this edge of the building and give the playgrounds
some privacy.

The Roman Catholic
Diocese invested
in enhanced space
standards beyond
then-EFA guidance.
Many of the features incorporated are those that
we know contribute to lifting the character and
quality of school environments, such as exposed
thermal mass, natural ventilation, high levels of
daylight, bright and generous circulation spaces
and a variety of outdoor landscapes. Early Years
and Key Stage 1 classrooms all have access
to external space and a big slide provides joyful
access to the central courtyard.

Aga Khan Academy, Dhaka

Aga Khan Academy, Dhaka

Client: The Aga Khan Academies
Location: Dhaka, Bangladesh
Completion due: 2020
This 1200-student residential school is located on a
20-acre site near the centre of Dhaka, Bangladesh. The
school is part of a network of state of the art K12 schools,
being established by His Highness the Aga Khan.
The Academy is arranged around a central ‘Maidan’
community gathering space and sports field, linked by a
continuous colonnade, and interspersed by landscape
courtyards of varying character. The classical Masterplan
layout is derived from our studies of the original Buddhist
universities of the region.
The result is an architectural language which showcases
intricate brickwork techniques set against ‘jali’ screen
detailing as a contemporary interpretation of an important
local tradition.
This project is a collaboration between FCBStudios and
Rafiq Azam of Shatotto in Dhaka.

The Aga Khan Academies aim
to support long-term national
and regional development
by providing an international
standard of education and
strong leadership experience
to talented students.
The students are selected based on merit,
regardless of socioeconomic background, and
will become future home-grown leaders. The
Academies also strengthen national education
systems by providing professional development and
modelling best practices as centres of excellence.
Through the Aga Khan Academies there are 18
planned locations across Africa, the Middle East,
Central and South Asia and Europe.

Charter School East Dulwich,
London

Charter School East Dulwich,
London
Client: Kier London and London Borough of
Southwark for The Charter Schools Education Trust
Location: East Dulwich, Southwark, London
Completion: January 2019
The Charter School East Dulwich is a new 8FE secondary
school, funded by the Free Schools programme and the
London Borough of Southwark. It will ultimately provide
education for 1680 local students from 11-18 years,
making it FCBStudios’ largest school to date.
Conceived as a campus of individual buildings, each
with a distinct function and united by landscape, the
two buildings in the completed first phase of this major
regeneration project opened in early 2019. A third new
building, remaining landscaping and refurbishment of the
‘chateau’ - the retained chapel of former 19th century St
Saviour’s Union infirmary, will form phase 2.
Sitting parallel to a railway line along the site’s northern
boundary, the main building forms a back-drop to the
site from the south. It provides specialist facilities for the
study of science, design technology and art and design,
together with all the general teaching spaces. Following
the line of an existing terrace, its position allows a long
view through the site from East Dulwich Grove.

Designed for ease of
operation and maintenance,
the environmental design
optimises solar orientation
to maximise daylight and
minimise overheating.
Oversize windows provide generous views out
and make the most of the site’s established trees
and views across London to lift the spirits of staff
and students.
Working within the acoustic constraints
imposed by the neighbouring railway, Natural
Ventilation Heat Recovery units have been neatly
coordinated with windows and M&E services to
deliver fresh air throughout the teaching spaces
and provide simple individual control of the
classroom environment. PVs are installed on
both buildings’ roofs and the exposed concrete
structure provides thermal mass throughout.

Plymouth School of Creative Arts

Plymouth School of Creative Arts

Client: Kier Construction
Location: Plymouth
Completion: March 2015
Plymouth School of Creative Arts, affectionately known as
The Red House, is a place to develop the richness and
individuality of human creativity. This all-through school,
located on an inner city brownfield site and sponsored by
Plymouth College of Art, allows 4-16 year olds to connect
with a local artistic tradition going back to 1845. Through
making, performing and discovering, the school pursues its
core intention of ‘Creating Individuals and Making Futures’.
This ambition for a creative educational habitat requires
a departure from conventional teaching methods and
spaces; it requires an entirely new ecology. Industrial in
character and varying in height, plan, light and scale,
the school’s design stimulates and charges the teaching
environment. It is a place for making things - making
ideas, making technology and making art.
The school’s values guided the design of this building
and we reciprocated by putting those values on show
with three interlocking spaces to create clarity, legibility
and a unique teaching atmosphere. This school is a new
prototype for creative learning. It’s a building of the arts,
a gateway to Plymouth, and a new heart for the
local community.

The building
uses robust, long
life materials
and harnesses
renewable energy.

Onsite renewable technologies include a 250sqm PV
array system installed on the roof, resulting in a 17%
reduction against predicted carbon emissions of the
building. Its U-Values were increased to better its passive
performance beyond building regulations. There is
excellent quality of natural light, while all light fittings are
low energy with daylight controls and absence detection.
Ventilation is tailored to the variable site conditions
and administered by an intelligent BMS. Combinations
of mechanical, natural and locally operable systems
moderate the environment.

St Mary Magdalene Academy,
Islington, London

St Mary Magdalene Academy,
Islington, London
Client: London Diocesan Board for Schools & DCSF
Location: Islington, London
Completion: September 2008
St Mary Magdalene Academy is a 1,360-place all-through
school, from reception to sixth form and co-located with a
new Early Years Centre; providing continuity of education
within one facility. Individual areas have their own sense
of identity, whilst benefiting from the common culture.
Walls are mainly clad with clay tiles and laminated timberframed windows, the halls are picked out with sharply
detailed hardwood cladding, adding quality and presence.
Views in, out and throughout present an easily-navigated
series of memorable spaces to orientate and delight users.
The completed Academy plays an important role in the
community, with a range of facilities shared by pupils
and public.

The new school is
an example of how
to optimise available
space to provide high
quality indoor and
outdoor spaces.
The Academy was designed to maximise use
of a very tight urban site: the built Academy’s
internal floor area is approximately the same as
the overall gross site area.
The school also illustrates our interest with the
relationship between internal spaces – autonomy
with coherence.

Chelsea Academy,
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea, London

Chelsea Academy,
Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea, London
Client: Department for Education & Chelsea Academy Trust
Location: Royal Borough of Kensington & Chelsea, London
Completion: September 2010
Chelsea Academy is situated on a very constrained site in
Lots Road, Chelsea. Sponsored by the London Diocesan
Board for Schools (LDBS) and The Royal Borough
of Kensington and Chelsea, it provides world-class
education for approximately 800 pupils in years 7 to 11
and 250 students in the sixth form.
The Academy specialises in the Sciences and it is
intended that this will be assisted by the development
of close links with the museums, universities and similar
institutions that are located in the Royal Borough.

The design provides
identity, flexibility
and an inspirational
educational environment.
Ventilation systems feature full heat recovery and
high efficiency fan systems, while lighting is LED
throughout with advanced daylight and occupancy
sensing. Electrical generation is achieved on
site through a combination of rooftop PV and a
combined heat and power plant providing space
heating and electrical generation.

William Perkin Church of England High School,
Ealing, London

William Perkin Church of England High School,
Ealing, London
Client: Kier Construction for London Diocesan
Board for Schools, London Borough of Ealing
& the Twyford Academies Trust
Location: Ealing, London
Completion: August 2013
Designed to meet the local demand for secondary school
places, the school for 1450 students is the combined
initiative of Twyford CofE High School, The London
Borough of Ealing and The London Diocesan Board
for Schools, for whom we have designed two other
secondary schools (St Mary Magdalene Academy and
Chelsea Academy).
The school’s specialism is science, being named after
William Perkin, a nineteenth century chemist, who
established science-based industry in the Greenford area,
following his accidental discovery of ‘mauveine’ dye, the
colour of which is subtly referenced in the school’s interior.
The building’s interior is characterised by dramatic toplit interiors and exposed timber surfaces. Externally its
composition offers both a shield to an urban motorway
and a welcoming presence to its community. Orientated
to reduce solar gain and noise impact, the general
teaching spaces face north-east and north-west,
reflecting the school’s outward looking philosophy.

The atrium spaces
in the four storey
‘apex’ building, their
rooflights above, the
running stair, dining
and entrance areas, all
express exposed CLT,
bringing the warmth
and lightness of timber
in to these dramatic
interior spaces.

Drapers’ Academy,
Havering, London

Drapers’ Academy,
Havering, London
Client: The Drapers’ Company, Queen Mary
University of London
Location: Havering, London
Completion: August 2012
Specialising in Science and Mathematics, the Drapers’
Academy is decorated with brick patterns devised using
an ancient mathematical principle. It is sponsored by one
of London’s oldest Guilds, and is set in parkland once
occupied by an Elizabethan manor house.
The 1100 place school is on the edge of Harold Hill, a
post-war new town built on the outskirts of London on
the historic Dagnam Park Estate. Our design takes full
advantage of this parkland setting – large windows from
the Main Hall and Learning Resource Centre look out
across open countryside, while planting is brought in to a
central courtyard. Teaching spaces also look out into the
landscape and are bathed in daylight, some overlooking
green roofs that complement the surrounding views.

To give a sense of solidity
and elegance we chose a
single brick material for the
façades, referencing the
grand houses that stood
here before.
The walls of the Sports Hall are divided into bays
of brickwork, using the Golden Ratio principles of
geometry. Subtly angled bricks create a textured
façade that changes as light moves across it.
In some lights it looks like richly woven fabric,
appropriately for a school that derives its name
from the ‘Mystery of Drapers of the City of London’
(here mystery meaning skill). The organisation is
now a sponsor of educational charitable trusts, but
was originally founded as London’s medieval guild
for the cloth trade.

Thomas Gainsborough School,
Sudbury

Thomas Gainsborough School,
Sudbury
Client: Kier Construction
Location: Sudbury, Suffolk
Completion: March 2017
Set within the expansive Suffolk landscapes famously
portrayed by romantic painter Thomas Gainsborough,
the new school is conceived as a timeless and elegant
country house beneath vast open skies.
The four-storey brick building is arranged around three
atria; each one allowing for natural ventilation and light to
enter the circulation spaces, offering constantly changing
experiences of light and shadow. These atria add a sense
of orientation and richness to the interior, as well offering a
connection to the surrounding landscape.
Students enter the school from the south through
the ‘Celebration Space’, which displays the pupils’
achievements to inspire them. This space links, through
the Art Gallery, to the visitors’ entrance to the North, so
that they too can appreciate the achievements of the
school community.

To create the ideal learning
environment we have
deliberately set out to avoid
the increasing trend of
greater reliance on energy
intensive systems.
Key to our passive strategy is the use of
cross ventilation in the classrooms to prevent
overheating and provide fresh air, all while
ensuring the rooms remain acoustically separated
from the rest of the building. Air quality sensors
within each classroom and windows, with simple
openable panels behind a louvred screen, allow
the occupants to control their space.

Northampton Academy

Northampton Academy

Client: The United Learning Trust
Location: Northampton
Completion: December 2005
Northampton Academy is a new-build 1,420 pupil
secondary school on the site of an existing upper school,
with specialisms in Sport, Business and Enterprise. The
aim of the school was to deliver an extended school
agenda, providing both curricular and extra-curricular
facilities for the pupils and wider community.
We wanted to create a visually permeable environment
with an emphasis on clear and effective circulation. Linked
pavilions follow a subtle non-orthogonal geometry around
a sloping central courtyard, providing a social focus for
the internal school community. The interaction of primary
spaces, circulatory routes and views out to the surrounding
landscape across changing levels, creates a stimulating
and dynamic character to the heart of the school.
A shared aspiration of both the Sponsor and the Design
Team was to make the project not just environmentally
“friendly” but “progressive”. The concrete frame and
soffits are exposed, utilising thermal mass for cooling via
natural ventilation from windows and vents operated by
the BMS system.

An emphasis on high
quality natural daylighting is
articulated by large clerestory
rooflights above each faculty
circulatory hub area, and
circular rooflights of varying
diameters placing natural
light deep into the building.
A large solar shaded glazed
screen divides courtyard and
dining hub.

Cranwell House,
The Royal High School Bath

Cranwell House,
The Royal High School Bath

The project provides an

Client: The Girls’ Day School Trust
Location: Bath
Completion: December 2013

learning for 4 to 11 year

Cranwell House is a Grade II-listed Victorian mansion
house set within a significant historic landscape in the
World Heritage City of Bath. It was purchased by The
Girls’ Day School Trust as the future home for the Junior
School of The Royal High School Bath, which was looking
to move from outmoded facilities on its existing site
elsewhere in the city centre.
Following a limited competition the practice was appointed
to sensitively refurbish the main house, reinstating the
principal rooms of the house as new teaching spaces and
introducing a contemporary and sustainable extension
building within the immediate context of the listed building
and the wider parkland setting. The new building is fully
clad in natural slate - part of a materials pallet chosen
carefully for this landscaped site.

extraordinary place of
olds, with exciting specialist
teaching spaces, multipurpose hall and associated
support spaces across the
new and existing buildings.
These facilities are set within a safe, ecologically
diverse site offering wonderful opportunities to the
children for outdoor learning.
The new building has been designed to exploit
the ranging topography of the site, sitting low in
the landscape and sited behind the main house,
minimising visual impact on the key views of the
site and the wider World Heritage City.

Samworth Academy, Leicester

Samworth Academy, Leicester

Client: David Samworth, Diocese of Leicester & the DCSF
Location: Leicester
Completion: September 2007
This 1,046 place through-school redefines the traditional
primary and secondary organisational model by proposing
three phases to bridge the primary and secondary
divide. The continuity found in a through-school provides
the school with a single coherent identity and provides
maximum support for pupils.
The Academy has a specialism in Business and
Enterprise with a curriculum focus on food. The core
principle which underpins the development is the ethos
of healthy body, mind and spirit. In physical terms, the
food technology rooms have been given prominence
in the design, with a strong link to the restaurant area.
Strong links with the local food industry further enrich the
potential of the specialism.
A wide range of Academy facilities is accessible to the
local community for sport, education and leisure and the
design also incorporates the relocated St Christopher’s
Church which has been fully integrated into the Academy,
both physically and socially.

The design aims to achieve
the highest environmental
sustainability possible
within the budget, whilst
providing for the curricular,
pastoral and social
structures developed by the
sponsors and the Principal.

The City Academy, Bristol

The City Academy, Bristol

The team developed
an exciting curriculum

Client: The City Academy
Location: Bristol
Completion: November 2005
A New City Academy for 1,250 pupils including sixth
form and provision for 36 Special Educational Needs
students. The school offers specialisms in sports and arts
and provides a wide range of sports and leisure facilities
for the local community, including a new indoor 40 x 60
metre sports hall.
The design concept of six specialised ‘villages’ breaks
down the City Academy into more cohesive and
manageable communities, promoting a stronger sense
of belonging, responsibility and accountability among
students, teachers and parents.

plan and design to
create a stimulating and
progressive learning
environment for the
‘school’ and ‘community’,
seen as a benchmark
scheme within the
Academy programme.

St Peter’s Primary School and Nursery,
Gloucester

St Peter’s Primary School and Nursery,
Gloucester
Client: Gloucestershire County Council
Location: Gloucester
Completion: February 2012
St Peter’s Catholic Primary School in Gloucester is a state
school for 420 pupils aged from 4 to 11. The scheme also
includes a 26-place nursery, which sits adjacent to the
main school building.
The existing school was in a poor state of repair when
Ofsted gave it ‘Notice to Improve’ in 2010. Our brief was
to replace the existing school with a flexible new facility
and a fresh philosophy that would inspire young minds.
A full consultation process enabled everyone to feel a real
sense of ownership and pride in their new building. The
school’s performance rating has since improved to ‘Above
National Average’.
Each element has its own undulating roof plane,
capturing height specific volumes within and reflecting the
topography of the Cotswold Hills beyond. The central band
comprises lofty open plan spaces that can be combined
and adapted through a series of giant hinged doors.
The building nestles into the gently sloping site and takes
advantage of the natural topography through a split-level
design that manages the transition through a spectacular
inhabitable gathering stair. The stair can be incorporated
into the central space for larger events and gatherings.

By using organic
materials such as a
cross-laminated timber
frame and solid timber
spine walls the building
performs very well.

A string of roof lights provides fresh air and daylight
deep into the plan. Each classroom features a
manual day vent for instant comfort control and a
secure night vent to cool the building after hours.
A biomass boiler provides energy for under-floor
heating while high performance timber fibre insulation
minimises energy loss and prevents overheating
during the summer. The wood fibre was also chosen
for its vapour permeability, which allows the timber
frame to breathe.

Aston University Engineering Academy,
Birmingham

Aston University Engineering Academy,
Birmingham
Client: Lendlease
Location: Birmingham
Completion: September 2012
Aston University Engineering Academy provides an
inspirational learning environment for 14-19 year olds in
the heart of Birmingham City centre.
The 600 student Academy has close links with the
University and other education and industrial partners. It is
a showcase for engineering skills and provides a stepping
stone for pupils from school into the industry.
The compact building brings together a range of facilities
over four floors, arranged around a central hall and atrium.
The school is divided into four ‘home bases’ for students
with a linked learning resource centre and dining spaces.
Due to its location next to the busy Dartmouth Middleway
road, the Academy is often seen from a moving vehicle.
The team designed the external façade of the building
to make the most of this viewpoint, accentuating its
horizontal lines with cladding and a ribbon of windows
that wrap around corners and break down the overall
volume of the building.

FCBStudios designed a
building that resembles
a place of work more
than a traditional school
building, with materials,
colours, artwork and
textures all selected to
reinforce this ambition.

Isaac Newton Academy, Ilford

Isaac Newton Academy, Ilford

Client: Skanska
Location: Ilford
Completion: September 2012
The design of the Isaac Newton Academy carefully
integrates four separate key stage schools within one
larger school. Its specialisms are Maths and Music and
the building includes a multiuse dining and performance
space with a first floor gallery.
The concepts of levity and gravity have been used to
define the two distinct elements of the building.
The sports accommodation is located within a dramatic
sports beam supported on two storey columns which
intersects with a three and four storey main wing which
contains the teaching accommodation. Courtyards are
carved from the brick volume to bring daylight and delight
to the circulation spaces.

This is a very
low energy and
superinsulated 1,250
place secondary
school in Redbridge,
which is jointly
sponsored by the
London Borough of
Redbridge and ARK.

Oundle SciTec, Peterborough

Oundle SciTec, Peterborough

Client: Oundle School
Location: Peterborough
Completion: August 2007
Oundle SciTec is an innovative scheme which brings
together the teaching of technology, art and aesthetics
with the study of science. Oundle is one of the largest
independent schools in the country and has an
established reputation for science, technology and art.
This new project provides a landmark building which
embodies the ethos and spirit of the school. The new
centre houses science laboratories, art and design
technology studios, a 260 seat lecture theatre and library.
In addition to providing the focus for SciTec, the project
also unites the existing disparate elements of the site and
exerts a new unifying force. It is intended to promote a
sense of openness and communication within the school,
fostering an atmosphere of creativity and discovery.

Oundle School had an
aspiration for the project to
be not just environmentally
‘friendly’ but ‘progressive’.

The design incorporates photovoltaics into the roof
structure over the central gallery space, providing
sunshading and energy, solar thermal panels (for hot
water), and the adaption of the existing bunker to
act as a cooling labyrinth drawing air into the lecture
theatre, so tempering it by 3-4C. A 560sqm lake has
been created to provide a habitat for flora and fauna,
and for use in academic study.

Tudor Grange Academy, Worcester

Tudor Grange Academy, Worcester

Client: The Tudor Grange Academies Trust
Location: Worcester
Completion: October 2012
Tudor Grange Academy is a new build, with 30% part
refurbishment, academy for 500 11-16 year olds and
200 16-18 year olds; with a specialism in science
and enterprise.
The new buildings have been carefully located to embrace
the landscape opportunities within the site, including a
new pedestrian only approach, teaching and learning
gardens, external breakout and covered dining spaces
as well as sports facilities.
The school is clad in brick with the bold building volume
area broken down with large openings that create a
generous entrance, connection to exterior covered
terraces and panoramic views to the landscape beyond.

The academy is a dynamic
form that knits into the
existing buildings with a
central double height heart
space linking the teaching
clusters. Each teaching
cluster is arranged around
a larger naturally light
flexible lead lesson space
that can accommodate a
number of group sizes of
up to 60 pupils.

Brighton Aldridge Community Academy

Brighton Aldridge Community Academy

Client: Kier Education - Kier Regional
Location: Brighton
Completion: February 2012
The Brighton Aldridge Community Academy specialises in
Entrepreneurship and Sport for 11-18 year olds. Inspired
by the lush South Downs on one side and Westlain
Ancient Woodland on the other, our design for the new
Academy was inspired by the unique geology of the site.
The contrasting textures and colours of local flint and
chalk provided a compelling way to create two distinct
‘faces’ to the building. On the outward-facing side,
looking out across the South Downs, locally-sourced
anthracite and dark bricks define the public and
community-focused spaces. In contrast, the internal
teaching spaces face inwards to more tranquil woodland
behind the building.
The white chalky brick on this side of the building brings
light into these shadier external terraces and teaching
areas, creating a softer and more intimate atmosphere
in the private areas of the school.

The internal spaces are
open and flexible to
accommodate a range
of different teaching
and research methods.
A wide central atrium
space connects with a
large hall at each end
of the building.

Highfield Humanities College,
Blackpool

Highfield Humanities College,
Blackpool
Client: Eric Wright Group
Location: Blackpool
Completion: January 2013
Highfield Humanities College is a state secondary school
of 1,200 pupils between the ages of 11 and 16. It forms
part of Blackpool’s Building Schools for the Future (BSF)
programme and has replaced what was the dilapidated
existing college with its long, forbidding corridors.
In total contrast, our design has recreated the school as a
single entity, focused around one main space. This “great
room” is now where all staff and pupils share the same
space. Public, privileged and private spaces are openly
connected to the centre and accessed directly from it.
Essentially, we have designed the building from its
core outwards.
The school’s specialist focus on humanitarian issues and
interpersonal relations has been strongly reflected in the
design concept for Highfield. Learning environments,
pastoral and social spaces are located within the same
space and are visibly connected to each other.
The design philosophy evolved from the whole school
model that we developed in conjunction with The Eric
Wright Group, Highfield and the Local Authority.

The new space takes
advantage of natural
light and orientation
to create a variety of
learning environments.
A central spine provides dedicated spaces for
teaching technology, art and science, with more
flexible ‘open learning zones’ leading off it. The
result of this collaboration is a building that is
dramatic, full of light and easy for staff and
students to navigate.
Glazed tiles have been commonly used in
seaside architecture both on roofs and elevations
and the new design reinterprets this to give a
very different and eye-catching visual effect.
Large glazed tiles adorn the façade in a variety
of blues and greens, producing a dramatic series
of vividly coloured elevations in a wave pattern
reminiscent of the sea or shimmering fish scales.

Tor Bridge High, Plymouth

Tor Bridge High, Plymouth

Client: Plymouth County Council
Location: Plymouth
Completion: August 2012
A combined campus consisting of a 7 form entry
secondary school, a 1 form entry primary school
and integrated special school provision for primary
and secondary pupils. The three schools have been
constructed around the existing secondary school in a
phased approach, forming a large courtyard connecting
the different schools with shared space and facilities.
The secondary school is a specialist Visual Arts college
and the new scheme provides excellent art production
and exhibition facilities, accessible from the community
frontage. The campus also provides fully accessible
community facilities including public library, theatre
and sports provision.

Douglas Street, Westminster School,
Westminster, London

Douglas Street, Westminster School,
Westminster, London

The strategy from an energy

Client: Westminster School
Location: Westminster, London
Completion: June 2013

consumption by improving

The conversion and refurbishment of 21 Douglas Street
for Westminster School involved transforming this 5 storey
masonry building from offices to accommodation for the
Under School which is located across the road at Adrian
House.
The building was most recently used as offices but was
originally a three storey building constructed in the 1930s
for the electrical coil company. It has undergone two
significant transformations since then with significant
changes to the elevation and the addition of an extra floor,
in the form of a mansard roof, in the 1950s; then again in
the 1980s when another floor was added to the mansard.
This latest transformation has created a new dining hall on
the ground floor, an art department and meeting rooms
on the first floor, and living accommodation for school
staff on the second, third and fourth floors.
The dining hall is a large volume space with high ceilings
and a new roof light to the rear with high level openings,
which enables this space to be naturally ventilated.
Equally the art spaces are dual aspect with good levels
of natural daylight that use natural cross ventilation.

point of view was to reduce
the fabric and then to
replace all the services with
energy efficient systems
to make the building as
energy efficient as possible,
within the constraints of the
building fabric.
The objective was to strip the building back
to a simple shell and then to refurbish it in a
sustainable manner to make the building an
asset to the school for the long term. The design
sought to make the most of the spaces within the
existing building, exploiting its large windows to
make spaces that are naturally lit and ventilated.

Paddington Academy,
Westminster, London

Paddington Academy,
Westminster, London
Client: The United Learning Trust
Location: Paddington
Completion: September 2007
This new City Academy is a co-educational 6-form entry
secondary school for 1,175 students. Non-fee paying
and managed independently of the Local Educational
Authority, the school is sponsored by the United Learning
Trust, a subsidiary charity of the Church Schools
Company, which is opening a series of Academies
across the country.
The Academy offers specialism in Media and Performing
Arts, and Business and Enterprise; while providing excellent
sports and IT facilities. The school is fully accessible to the
community and open for extended hours.
Due to its independent status, Paddington Academy is
not required to adhere to the current national curriculum
and aims to develop innovative and creative approaches
to both teaching and learning. The school benefits from
embracing the cultural, intellectual and religious diversity
of the local area.

The building has a strong environmental agenda, with an emphasis on
bringing light right into the heart of a deep plan building.
The scheme allowed us to explore innovative construction techniques
together with a modern interpretation of traditional materials.

Thamesview School, Gravesend, Kent

Thamesview School, Gravesend, Kent

Each mini school widens
Client: Kier Construction London
Location: Gravesend, Kent
Completion: July 2011
Thamesview is an 11–18 mixed, non selective school for
830 pupils in Gravesend, with a specialism in Business
and Enterprise.
The building design closely follows the school’s visionary
educational strategy. A dramatic double height atrium
forms the ‘heart’ of the school and provides the main
circulation. Four mini schools are grouped around the
heart, each providing a home base for around 200 pupils.
The four schools have very similar plans, but vary in
orientation and each has a set of specialist rooms shared
by the whole school. Each school has direct access
onto a balcony around the heart space at level one,
providing a secondary access route. Each mini school
widens into the landscape, and narrows as it meets the
heart, allowing natural light to reach deep into the core of
the building and providing a landscaped garden between
each building. Off the core zone sits the kinesthetic lab
which provides general practical facilities for all subjects combining science, art and design tech.

into the landscape, and
narrows as it meets the
heart, in order to give
width to let natural light
reach the heart. Between
each school there is a
landscaped garden and
at the wide end of each
school sits an external
raked teaching space.

Eastbourne Academy, Eastbourne

Eastbourne Academy, Eastbourne

Client: Kier Construction Ltd Southern
Location: Eastbourne
Completion: September 2013
Eastbourne Academy is located in the residential district
of Hampden Park in a dispersed campus of buildings, of
varying quality, that date from the 1950s and include a
local authority-run sports centre.
With strong communtity links, the refurbishment and
extension project aimed to transform the way in which the
school is used and reconnect it to the existing buildings,
creating a new heart and identity for the Academy.
The brief required accommodation for 900 secondary
students, from 11-16, in three ‘learning communities’.

The project budget presumed
only a modest amount of
new build and therefore
the challenge was to meet
the brief and significantly
enhance the quality of the
environment, whilst working
within the constraints
imposed by the site and
existing buildings.

City of London Academy Shoreditch Park,
Hackney, London

The Britannia Project,
London
Client: Hackney Council
Location: London
The Britannia Project regenerates a thriving London
community with the facilities and amenities it needs,
delivering new housing and new school places to
anticipate the requirements of its expanding population.
To keep up with increasing demand a new secondary
school for 900 local students plus a 200 student sixth
form will be built with a great teaching and learning
environment for teachers and pupils.
The project to redevelop the existing Britannia Leisure
Centre site will also create 481 new homes, of which 81
are affordable and re-provide a leisure centre with new
and improved facilities.
Our masterplan for the 3.2 ha site in East London aspires
to create a cohesive family of buildings, which together
will form a coherent and harmonious addition to the
existing neighbourhood.

Over the past decade, Hackney has undertaken one of the biggest
and most ambitious school building and regeneration programmes
in the country, refurbishing and rebuilding all the schools in the
borough as well as creating new primary schools and academies.

Rotherhithe Primary School,
Southwark, London

Rotherhithe Primary School,
Southwark, London
Client: London Borough of Southwark
Location: Southwark, London
Completion due: 2021
FCBStudios’ proposals for Rotherhithe Primary School
will transform the existing school’s estate, replacing the
exhausted 1970s single storey buildings and expanding
the capacity of the school to 630 children plus a 60
place nursery.
The scheme is conceived as ‘a school in a garden’,
conceptually extending and capturing the green space
and openness of Southwark Park, located opposite, into
the school site, to create a stimulating and protected
outdoor environment for the children, which the new
buildings will frame. The school hall and main entrance
will be brought right up to Hawkstone Road to give the
school a strong civic identity and physically elevate its
status in the community.

Rotherhithe’s history in ship-building, the timber trade and rope
making, as well as its Scandinavian connections, have been an
inspiration in the design and will be evident in the materials that
are used in the building and the landscape.

Chantry Academy, Ipswich

Chantry Academy, Ipswich

Client: Kier Construction Eastern Ltd
Location: Ipswich
Completion: September 2015
Suffolk New Academy in Ipswich was delivered under the
priority school building programme with Kier Eastern.
The project delivered a 100% new build, 900 place
secondary school in close proximity to the town centre
on an existing school site. The new consolidated scheme
replaced a number of sprawling single storey buildings
forming a new public entrance plaza and an extensive
parkland landscape setting.
The design for a three-storey brick building was defined
as a compact, consolidated scheme with simple and clear
access, circulation and servicing strategies. This enabled
ease of use and accessiblity to staff, student
and community users alike.
The scheme made the best of the existing landscape
characteristics of the site, retaining historic specimen
and important groups of trees which soften its impact
in a newly widened landscape.

The design creates a new
community focussed
academy building which
addresses the surrounding
catchment area and is
capable of nurturing pupils
in a safe, uplifting and
welcoming environment.

Hastings Academy, East Sussex

Hastings Academy, East Sussex

Client: Kier Longley
Location: East Sussex
Completion: March 2013
Hastings Academy was designed to replace a failing school
and to help regenerate the beautiful but under-resourced
Ore Valley.
The new two storey secondary school is set in the High
Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, on a steeply
sloping site with excellent views out to the sea and across
open countryside. The design team has taken every
opportunity to convert these unusual site conditions
into positive aspects for pupils and teachers.
The honeycomb form of the building – eight learning blocks
around a central presentation space - has been arranged
to ensure as many teaching spaces as possible have
views across the landscape. The central space has a fully
glazed wall looking over the Ore Valley and, by exploiting
the natural slope of the site, every floor of the building has
direct access to outdoor spaces.

The Academy, with
its exceptional
leadership team, has
already transformed
the lives of many of
its students and has
increased its Ofsted
rating to ‘Good’.

Lake Bunyonyi Community School,
Uganda

Lake Bunyonyi Community School,
Uganda

It is anticipated

Client: The Lake Bunyonyi Development Company
Location: Lake Bunyonyi, Uganda
Completion: 2014

eventually be able to

The Lake Bunyonyi Christian Community Vocational and
Secondary School (LBCCVSS), was set up in 2006 due
to high demand for education and vocational skills in the
local area. The school is located on the shores of Lake
Bunyonyi in the far south-west corner of Uganda, close
to Rwanda. In this rural community the majority of pupils
live too far from the school to travel in every day, so most
board and many are orphans.
The school charges very low fees with around 40%
of pupils who are unable to pay admitted for free.
It is funded by its sister charity the Lake Bunyonyi
Development Company, which runs a tourist camp on
Bushara Island. Both organisations were set up and are
run entirely by Ugandans from the local area, with no
state funding.
Together the Richard Feilden Foundation and the Happold
Trust donated £25,000 for the first phase, which included
engineering works (to secure the school grounds due to
the very steep nature of the site and heavy rainfall in the
wet season), an open dining hall structure, classrooms,
new kitchen and latrines. A similar amount has been
contributed for the second phase which includes a
2-storey dormitory with classrooms and workspaces.

that the school will
self-fund future plans
for the site envisaged
in the long-term
masterplan
Alongside the built infrastructure, we
have helped support income-generating
activities for the school to be financially
self-sustainable. These include a beekeeping project to sell honey in local
markets, rabbit and goat farming, and a
government subsidised tea plantation on
the school grounds.
It is anticipated that the school will
eventually be able to self-fund future
plans for the site envisaged in the
long-term masterplan, including a staff
accommodation block, new classroom
block and a ‘Welcome’ Building.’

Onwards and Upwards School,
Kampala, Uganda

Onwards and Upwards School,
Kampala, Uganda
Client: PEAS (Promoting Equality in African Schools)
Location: Buloba, Uganda
Completion: February 2008
This new secondary school complex on the outskirts of
Kampala was completed by the Feilden Foundation (FF)
in 2008.
The FF collaborated with PEAS, a charity which
provides low cost secondary school education. PEAS
focus on providing very high level of education in their
schools through supportive teacher training and strong
governance of the school which involves the local
community at a low-cost price for local families.
The school also provides boarding facilities for children
who have no local family home to return to.

The work and learning
though building the Onwards
and Upwards school initiated
the Foundation’s project to
create an illustrated Ugandan
School Design Guide to
provide basic school design
principles and parameters for
local people.

Forest High School, Kikandwa, Uganda

Forest High School, Kikandwa, Uganda

Client: PEAS (Promoting Equality in African Schools)
and The New Forests Company
Location: Kikandwa, Uganda
Completion: 2008
Forest High School opened in 2008, serving the local rural
community of Kikandwa, in Mubende District, Western
Uganda. This was the Feilden Foundation’s second
collaborative project with PEAS* (Promoting Equality in
African Schools).
The New Forests Company approached PEAS to create
a partnership when they developed a plantation near
Kikandwe. Each party provided half the initial capital costs
for the project. The FF became involved in the project
after it had started on site. PEAS prepared a masterplan
with other local architects and intended to use the building
typologies developed by FF. This process allowed us to
learn from the construction process in Buloba with the
Onwards & Upwards School and improve on some of the
designs for the building types.
The school has many of their own income-generating
initiatives in place such as fish-farming and tomato
growing to remain financially sustainable.

One of the major contributions
the Feilden Foundation made
to Forest High School was the
design of the Tracy Emin Library.

Tracy Emin donated the money to construct this
library which was to be a landmark building.
The library is sited around a tree to which creates
a cool, shaded courtyard. The time frame was
approximately six weeks from initiating the
design to completion.

Kingswood School Masterplan, Bath

Kingswood School Masterplan, Bath

Client: Kingswood School
Location: Bath
Completion: December 2013
FCBS were commissioned in April 2013 to undertake a
Strategic Estates Strategy Plan for Kingswood School.
The masterplan looks to establish a long-term framework
for development and includes residential for both staff
and students, sports complex, school hall, new teaching
facilities including a Prep School. The study, due to be
completed later this year will support a number of future
planning applications.
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